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Suggested by the monastic Hours of the day, these five images by artist 
Michael Cook, with responses by Rosalind O’Melia, mark out the daily 
spiritual journey we take from waking to sleep, and from our beginning to the 
end of our lives. The booklet can be used for retreats, prayer and spirituality 
groups, or for individual reflection.

Thanks to Mark Barrett OSB whose book Crossing: Reclaiming the Landscape of our Lives 
suggested the shape and themes for the sequence.
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Contemplation Before Dawn pictures the difficulty we 
have in embarking on our chosen way, the reluctance we 
feel in committing ourselves, and the fears we have of 
being led to places we may not wish to go.

Morning Canticle tells of the new energy we find when we 
do finally commit ourselves, how that commitment itself 
becomes a source of new energy, and how we begin to 
encounter others along the way.

Midday Psalm is about the crisis and confusion that can 
afflict us midway through our projects and our lives, the 
boredom and sense of lostness that make us question 
whether we have chosen the right way after all. 

Evening Hymn is about celebrating and reflecting on our 
lives, taking stock and reaping the harvest of our earlier 
effort, allowing ourselves to be nourished by all that has 
gone before.

Night Prayer tells of walking away, letting be, and of 
learning to see the final letting go of death not as arbitrary, 
but as the completion of our journey.



Contemplation Before Dawn
 

Here lies the agony
of re-awakening to life
from cloistered nest.

In eerie dawn, why leave
softness of leafy bed for thorny fears,
glowing coverlet of forgetfulness
for stabbings of regret;
the awful in-between
of staying still in easeful tomb of rest,
or wakefulness alive
to gaunt and haunted memories
looming in half-light?

In shame of wounds inflicted,
in pain of hurts received,
of broken friendships
or litany of small neglects,
how might it be to go
where I’ve no wish to go,
led by One who knows the need
for much forgiveness?

Yet here hand cradles pine-cone tenderly
holding reminder that God’s Spirit
makes us, loves, sustains us
in struggle to survive, grow, 
foster flourishing.

Each dawn becomes an Easter
of light and gold
lux aurumque
warm and weighty as pure precious gold.



Morning Canticle

Glory be
for firmness of footstep,
sturdy sole planted on sacred earth,
powerful thrust through thigh and calf,
and straight-backed length of stride

Glory be
for stoutness of staff in strong right hand,
purposeful grasp,
clear-sighted gaze
and listening, attentive ear

Glory be
for gift of wonder,
tough tenderness of small tenacious plant
in rough-hewn rock
and quietly persistent faith

Glory be
for open sky of endless grace,
glowing warmth of sun,
fold of field and surging sea, 
salt on the tongue and song in the soul

Glory be 
for confidence and courage,
commitment to the morning’s task
shared with other travellers
waiting willingly ahead

Glory be
for One who loves creation into being,
for rising Son who reconciles,
for Spirit spurring on to greater heights,
for plan unfolding as the world unfolds,
for finding that of God in fellowship.



Midday Psalm

O God, you are my God,
for you my soul is thirsting.
My body pines for you
like a dry weary land without water.

Out of the depths of sinew, groin and gut
I cry from parched, seared, stifled throat,
pausing for painful breath from strenuous toil,
self-unforgiving of my many faults.

Longing for balm of human touch,
affection, breath of life,
I search but do not find
the way through jagged paths

and turning once again and yet again, 
something of Adam springs to mind:
how plant-life seems to perish
yet harbours hidden seed within the dust,

then warmed by ray of sun 
and watered by sweat of brow
new life uncurls
in fragile, hope-filled fronds.

Into the depths I turn
in inward spiral that seems to lead astray,
returning to heart where You
our closest soul-friend seek the lost.



Evening Hymn

As the day is almost over,
here I stand in hallowed space,
seeing, touching, tasting, hearing
daily moments of God’s grace.
Radiant dawn to glow of evening
shed their light upon this place,
holding image of reflection
in the strength of earth’s embrace.

In the fold of lengthening shadows,
in the womb of mothering tree,
kindred voices calling softly,
hidden presence clear to see -
fellow-pilgrims, good companions
gather gently near at hand, 
as endearing, grave explorer
seeks to feel and understand.

Mindful reading, meditation,
contemplation joined in prayer,
interwoven in the pattern
of the daily life we share.
In the truths that still confound us,
as we search for being’s ground,
Author of our deepest soul-songs,
May your grace in us abound.



Night Prayer

Creator of the stars of night,
and of the earth beneath,
you lie beside us, cradling our little life,
surrounded by a sleep,
sharing our dreams and hopes, our sadnesses and joys.
Your powerful hands and arms embrace, encircle,
but give room still for life and air and space.

Held by enfolded hills,
grant us the grace to care
and still let be,
to gather in, yet set your people free.
As each day draws to close with every breath,
O Alpha and Omega, 
give us a gentle night and perfect death.


